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Budget cuts will impact
every aspect of UMaine
By Michelle Hikel
Staff Writer
When University of Maine
President Dale Lick and Vice Pres-
ident of Administrative Affairs
Thomas Aceto present their 1991-
1992 budget proposal this week,
only time will tell what cuts within
that proposal will do.
Aceto said he is not ready to
divulge exact figures, but every
department on campus will be af-
fected by new cuts.
He said the effects of the budget
crisis are already seen in fewer
classes being offered, long lines,
and a decline in custodial services.
Aceto said protectingacademic
programs is the university's "high-
est priority," but at least "minimal"
cuts are unavoidable.
"With 70 percent of the (budget)
in academics, some cuts will have to
be taken," he said, probably to the
tune of less money for faculty travel
and equipment.
He said the budget crisis may
have a potentially negative effect on
enrollment, but UMaine is working
hard to take cuts as "intelligently
and as carefully" as passible.
Anne Rimkwias, a senior En-
Thomas Aceto.
glish major from Fahnouth, believes
a rise iv, tuition and a decline in
financial aid will hurt the universi-
ty.
"A lot of people are just scraping
by now. Many students who really
Bears beat Boston University in
last game at Bangor Auditorium
Derrick Hodge goes in for a layup against Boston University
Saturday. The Bears pulled offs 84 4 63 victory to up their
record to 6 — 1 in the North Atlantic Conference. UMaine
Coach Rudy Keeling said the crowd, one of largest in the
team's history, helped get the win. ( Photo by Rob Clark.)
want to be here won't be able to
afford to come back," she said.
Rim kunas expressed frustration
at the decrease in classes offered.
"The college requirements say
you have to take certain classes to
graduate, but you look in the sched-
ule 1,3ook and they're not there. 1
think business and administration
• have gotten in the way of academics
here," she said.
Rising tuition costs are forcing
Sarah Clark, a sophomore child
development major from Vermont,
to transfer.
"Before the rise in tuition it was
cheaper for me to come to UMaine
as an out-of-stater than go to the
University of Vermont as an in-
state student Now, it's the other
way around," she said.
Clark said many out-of-state
students she knows also talk of
transferring from UMaine.
, Clark suggested that more fi-
nancial weight be placed on Maine
residents. Otherwise, she thinks
increasing tuition cdsts may turn
Sunday in the Computer Room
Andy Robinson. senior Computer Science major, spends some
time at the Neville Hall computer cluster, experimenting while
the network is down for maintance. (Photo by Tim Boyd.)
many out-of-state students away
from the university.
Tracey Huntington, a senior
dental hygiene major, doesn't think
the seven-percent rise in tuition will
affect enrollment that greatly.
Huntington said budget cuts have
taken a heavy toll on the University
College in Bangor
At first lunches were not served
at the Bangor Common Place, she
said. Then the Bangor dorms were
closed and students were forced onto
the Orono campus or into off-cam-
pus apartments.
Huntingtonsaidbotbdorms were
full and many people were happy
living on the Bangor campus, be-
cause it was close to their classes.
"All of my classes are in Bang-
or. Living here (in Orono) is really
an inconvenience," she said.
Group offers support to rape victims
By Bridget Soper
Staff Writer
Rape survivors looking for an
opportunity to put their experiences
into a different perspective should
call Rape Response Services.
A support group is being formed
by Rape Response Services to give
rape survivors a place to meet with
other rape survivors and trained
advocates.
"lt is a chance to heal sotne of the
wounds. We deal with issues which
lead to a healing process," said Carol
McMahon, a University of Maine
social work major doing her senior
practicum at Rape Response.
The group, which is free of
charge, will meet Wednesday nights
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. and run for
twelve weeks.
"Everything is confidential and
what is shared is up to the individu-
al," McMahon said.
Everyting about the group is
confidential, including where the
group meets. This is to ensure the
security of the group members.
The support group will he closed
to all new members once the meet-
ing begins. According to Mc Mahon,
this policy allows the members to
develop trust in one another.
Rape Response services is a
small, non-profit agency serving
Penotiscot and Piscataq u is counties.
One of the services provided by
the agency is a 24-hour hod ine which
gives a sexual assault v ictim an outlet
Hewins offers fun in the sun
By Marc Rancourt counted and throw in other things,"
Staff Writer Stevens said.
Having thoughts of pursuing
sandy beaches and non-stop
nightlife for spring break 1991?
Hewins Travel, located on the
first floor of Chadbourne Hall, may
be the answer.
"People want to get away from
it all," said Margret Stevens,
manager of Hewins Travel. "We
have a lot of things we can offer
them."
Complete packages frit spring
break are one option and according
to Ste,vens, they save money.
"A lot of the packages are dis-
For spring break, certain vaca-
tion resorts seem to receive more
attention.
"This year it seems to be Can-
cun (Mexico) and Jamaica,"
Stevens said.
Cancun is popular because
students can get more for their
money with the high conversion
rate from the American dollar to
the Mexican peso, according to
Stevens.
Stevens said Jamaica seems to
be popular because people either
See HE WINS on page 10
to call anytime and speak with an
advocate.
Rape Response Services also
provides community education
programs and information for rape
survivors. The advocates will also
accompany a victim through the
court system as an ally.
"Weare a friendly face. Come, get
in touch with us," McMahon said.
kir information concerning how
the become* involved in the group
call weekdays, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., 945-
5597 or the 24-hour hotline, 989-
5678.
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College campuses raise security measures
(CPS) — Fearful they might be targets for
terrorists working for Iraq, several U.S. cam-
puses have beefed up their security.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation
warned all Jewish-related and Arab-related
schools Jan. 16 that they might be tempting
targets for terrorists.
In some published reports, moreover, a
few observers speculated that guerrillas might
try to disrupt private schools in Washington,
I) C., because they are in a media center and
because it is likely they could injure thc sous
and daughters of the government officials
now waging war against Iraq.
Many schools are taking the possibility
seriously. • •
Brandeis University, a nonsectarian
school with strong Jewish ties, blbcked one
of two roads leading to its Waltham, Mass.,
campus with bathers and set up a security
checkpoint on the other. Anyone entering
the campus must produce identification.
At Utah State University, where the cam-
pus was evacuated Jan. 17 because of bomb
threats, campus police are "more alert," said
USU Chief of Police Larry Arave.
Arave added the force's bomb techni-
cian has been busieethan usual, waylaying
three suspicious packages since the war started.
At the University of Rochester (N Y. ), mem-
bers of the Navy Reserve Officers Training
Corps (ROTC) were told not to wear their
uniforms for their first drill date of the term Jan.
22, as a precaution against campus protests and
possible terrorism.
"Until we can get a perspective, we ought to
get to be cautious," said Capt. Ralph Martin, a
professor of naval sciences and commanding
officer at the Naval ROTC program on campus.
• People who telephone the campus security
office at Tufts University in Massachusetts are
informed that their call is being recorded.
In Baltimore, city school officials are trac-
ing phone calls in an effort to halt a spate of
bomb threats they believe are linked to the
war.
Others think terrorism fears may be a bit
unfounded.
"I personally discount all this talk about
attacking the schools because it doesn't make
for good copy," said American University
government professor Emilio Viano, a spe-
cialist on terrorism.
Viano said terrorists would be deprived of
their key objective - sympathetic publicity —
if they attacked a school.
Education department releases predictions for 2001
(CPS) — By 2001, women will earn more
doctoral degrees then men, but men will
continue to earn more medical and law degrees,
the U.S. Department of Education predicted
in January.
The predictions were among dozens pub-
lished by the department, which oversees
most federal college programs, in a new book
that throws together many of the govern-
ment's statistical studies of the nation's
schools.
The results should help planners reform
schools for the next century, department
officials maintained.
"It 's imperative that we think about and
plan for our schools and the children we
will serve in the coming decade," expla ined
acting Secretary of Education Ted Sanders.
One of the most noticeable changes will
be the growing dominance of women in
U.S. grad schools.
Since 1976, the number of men receiv-'
ing doctoral degrees has been decreasing while
the number of women receiving those degrees
has increased. In 2001, women are expected to
earn 18,900 Phds. Men will earn 17,300.
While the distribution between men and
women of first law and medical degrees has
shifted dramatically in the last third of the cen-
tury, in 2001 men will continue to earn more
degrees, 41,400 to women's 29,900.
Among the report's other findings:
Colleges nationwide will continue to hand
out more than one million bachelor's degrees
a year thmughout the 1990s Master's degrees
are expected to rise, reaching 327,000 by
2001.
Women will continue to be the majority in
each class that begins college during the 1990s,
as they have every year since 1979.
Higher education enrollment will climb
from 13.4 million in 1989 to 14.4 million in
2001. The biggest gains will be at public
campuses.
Saddam salutes resistance to 'warplanes of shame'
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — Iraqi presi-
dent Saddam Hussein on Sunday saluted his
country's resistance to "the warplanes of
shame" that have brought more than three
weeks of bombardment, the Iraqi news agen-
cy reported.
INA said Saddam described the patience
of the Iraqi people as "the force of faith on the
Accident leaves 3 dead
SANBORNTON, N.H. (AP) — Three
people were killed and three others injured
in a bizarre accident on Interstate 93, state
police said.
Police said a car driven by Melville
Young, 32, of Plymouth, mass., 530 p.m.
when it smashed into two cars going north.
The accident occurred just south of exit 22.
Police said they have no idea why
Young was going the wrong way
Dating video released
(CPS) — An Illinois company called
"Success 101" now has a video, "just re-
leased in time for Valentine's Day," full of
tips "to legally and quickly check out loyers,
Mates, business associates ... anybody."
The $29.95 video, tides "Do You Know
Who You're Dating?," offers tips on how
to spot "tell-tale signs' of infidelity, how
to glean "confidential information" over
the phone and "how to get incredible infor-
mation from garbage."
UNY changes to ` womyn'
ALBANY, N.Y. (CPS) — The student
government at the State U niversi ty of New
York at Albany has resolved to use the
term "wornyn" whenever it refers to its
own women's issues coordinator in its
written material.
Advocates of the measure maintained
the spelling "womyn" is "a less sexist
term" than the accepted spelling of "wom-
en," the New York Student Leader report-
ed.
frontline," the soldiers who have been sub-
jected to relentless bombing by the U.S -led
alliance an effort to dislodge them.
The president hailed "steadfastnecS, faith
and light in the chests of the Iraqis," and
"their faith that they should not relinquish
their role assigned to them by God, to which
they obediently responded," the news
agency said.
INA said Saddam reaffirmed that the Iraqis,
"each passing hour and day become more rum
in what they believe, and they shine out more in
front of the whole world."
The speech, running about 25 minutes, was
broadcast at 10 p.m. Baghdad time (2 p.m. EST);
shortly after the news agency aruiourtced a
News Mies
Florida finds suspect
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (CPS) — While
refusing to say he's about to charge some-
one with the murders of five students in
and around the University of Florida cam-
pus last August, Gainesville Police Chief
Wayland Clifton suggested Jan 24 that
his department may have solved the case.
Responding to questions that police
have settled on Louisiana resident Danny
Harold Rolling, 36, jailed in Ocala, Fla.,
on robbery charges since September, as a
prime suspect in the murders, Clifton said,
"I think the community can feel at great
ease at this point."
Rape rate is decreasing
WASHINGTON, D.C. (('PS)— The
rate of attempted rapes of females fell 46
percent from 1973 to 1987, the federal
Bureau of Federal Statistics said Jan. 14.
In 1973,1.3 out of every 1,000 females
in the country were victims of attempted
rape. In 1987, the rate had fallen to 0 7
females out of 1,000.
But women between the ages of 16
and 24 were three times more likely to be
rape victims than women of other ages.
Brown receives donation
PROVIDENCE, R I (AP) -- Brown
University has received a $25 million gift
from Thomas J *Watson Jr., chairman
emeritus of IBM and a alumnus ofthe Ivy
League school.
The college said the gift was the largest
donation in its 227-year history.
BIW a traffic problem
BATH (AP) — At 4 p.m. daily, three city
police officers take up their posts, preparing to
do battle against one of the worst side-effects
of the Bath Iron Works shipyard: traffic grid-
lock
When BIW 's first shift lets out, some 7,000
people hit the road for home virtually at once.
On an average winter day, that exodus creates
a traffic jam that lasts about 20 minutes to 40
minutes. In the summer the BIW commuter
traffic can cause tie-ups that last up to three
hours, says Bath Police Chief Max Dawson.
Harsher drug laws in ME
AUBURN (AP) — Two tough sentences
levied in state court in recent days indicate that
"new laws and new attitudes" are making
Maine less hospitable to drug dealers, according
to a local prosecutor.
District Attorney Janet Mills said Saturday
harsher penalties mean state law enforcement
officials need no longer to try to kick their
cases to federal court to obtain message-sending
sentences.
Bill will ban elderly drivers
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — A doctors' orga-
nization and a group representing older drivers
say they back a bill that would remove from the
highway incompetent elderly and handicapped
drivers.
A public hearing is scheduled Tuesday on
the bill, sponsored by Rep. Katherine Foster, D-
Keene.
"The point of this bill, of course, is to protect
the public from severe accidents," she said.
"historic speech" would be broadcast.
Reception of Baghdad radio in Nicosia
was too poor to decipher. INA did not imme-
diately carry a full teot of the message.
It was the first time Saddam was heard on
a broadcast in about two weeks, when he was
interviewed in Baghdad by Cable News Net-
work.
Rally protesting KICK
WEST CHESTER, Pa. (CPS) — About
1,000 people attended a rally at West Ches-
ter University Jan. 12 as part of a broad
counter demonstration to a march of about
25 hood Ku Klux Klansr-en.
Store owners also symbolically closed
their doors and spectators shouted obsceni-
ties at the marchers.
Twelve spectators were arrested in en-
suing scuffles with marchers.
Former president dies
HANOVER, N.H. (AP) — John Sloan
Dickey, the fortner Dartmouth College
president credited by his successor with
advancing the school niece than any previ-
ous president, has died at age 83.
Dickey, the 12th president of the Ivy
League college, died Saturday at a medical
facility on campus where he had lived since
suffering a stroke in 1982.
Stanford abuses money
STANFORD, Calif. (CPS) — Stanford
University President Donald Kennedy said
Jan. 23 he would return about $500,000 in
federal research funds that were used to
maintain three campus residences, includ-
ing Kennedy's house.
Earlier in January, Kennedy admitted
using about $186,000 in government funds
-intended for overhead expenses incurred
as Stanford scientists performed research
for the federal government - that auditors
found had been used to maintain three uni-
versity boats.
1110161 .1.„4
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UMaine project aiding Pakistani educators
By Michelle Dietlin
Staff Writer
Educators in Pakistan are learning how to
wk interest in env ironmenta tissues among
their students through the University of
Maine's Youth Conservation Clubs Project
(YCCP).
According to a newsletter published by
UMaine's Office of International Programs
(01P), developers of YCCP, the project fo-
cuses on helping teachers in Pakistan estab-
lish clubs in their schx)ls to initiate and increase
concern for the environment
By participating in acti vities, students learn
about environmental issues and natural re-
sources. They also acquire skills to influence
officials and the community to deal with
problems.
Since the program, coordinated by UMaine
and the United States Fish and Wildlife Ser-
vice, began in 1986, three workshops have
been conducted in Pakistan. As stated in "In-
ternational Notes," workshop leaders includ-
ed Dr. James Sherburne, OIP director, Leslie
Hudson, OW environmental education spe-
cialist, Henry Hilton of the Maine Depart-
ment of Inland Fisherim and Wildlife and Mr
Latif Rao of Pakistan's National Council for
the Conservation of Wildlife.
"We're not teaching heavy-duty science,"
said Hudson. "We're trying to get them to
understand they have the ability to do some-
thing about environmental ptoblems. We're
trying to get people concerned, then teach
them the skills to take action. The whole point
isn't for them to create a dependency on us."
Hudson said the program doesn't work
directly with students in clubs. Rather, it
trains teachers and resource people from
government agencies, who are concerned and
want to get involved with issues, how to get
students interested. Workshop topics have
included establishing clubs in schools, gen-
erating ideas. for club activities, obtaining
resources and materials for the clubs, and how
resource people and teachers can work to-
gether most effectively
"The bottom line question," said Hudson,
"is why dohs?"
She said dubs are feasible for schools in
Pakistan because the students have free time
during the day. A conservation club could be
incorporated into the curriculum in the same
way as photography or drama, for example
The most active clubs have been estab-
lished in Peshawar, where the first workshop
was held. The most popular activity students
are involved in is tree-planting. Other activi-
ties have included litter clean-up and public
awareness campaigns. Kids seem to favor
these projects, Hudson said.
She also said a strong effort has been made
to get women to attend the workshops. In
Pakistan, boys and girls go to separate schools,
and the illiteracy rate for women is high.
Hudson said it is important to educate more
women because they have an impact on the
environment, too. For example, with the use
a lot of water and firewood for cooking.
Another objective of the project right now
is establishing someone as the national coordi-
nator for YCCP.
"We don't know the context of problems
there like they do.! need a national coordinator
I can work directly with to determine which
activities and equipment would be the most
appropriate to meet their needs," Hudson said.
Hudson said so far, suggestions and op-
tions have been given to club leaders which are
minimal in cost.
According to Hilton, YCCP is funded by
the United States Agency for International
Development (USA!!)), in Washington, D.C.
USA!!) contacted Edward McCrae of the
United States Fish and Wildlife Service. He
contracted with UMaine in an effort to help
with Pakistani officials' requests for assis-
tance in establishing an environmental aware-
ness program. OIP
Director Sherburne tifen drew up the pro-
posal and put together the people and program.
Pentagon probe targets Saco Defense prices
SACO (AP) — The Pentagon is investi-
gating charges that Saco Defense, Inc. over-
priced weapons it sold to the U.S. govern-
ment.
Sens. Charles Grassley, R-Iowa, and
William Roth, R-Del., with the help of goV-
ernment watch group Project on Government
Procurement, have given the Pentagon a list
of items they suspect Saco gouged the gov-
ernment for, according to a published report
Sunday.
The items under scrutiny by Pentagon
auditors are:
The M60 machine gun, which cost 55,700
in 1990, compared to a similar weapon that
cost $418 four years ago.
An inch-long spare part for the Mk19
grenade launcher, called a pin retainer, which
allegedly varied from $10.28 to $100.
Another small spare part for the M.k19,
which cost from $78.35 to $275 each.
Greg Williams of the Project on Govern-
ment Procurement also questioned the price
of the Mk19, which increased from $1,772 in
1984 to $10,975 in 1988, but isn't on the list
given to the Pentagon
A Pentagon official declined to discuss
the audit, but an official at Saco Defense told
the Maine Sunday Telegram that the Penta-
gon has erroneous information
'They really ought to know what they're
talking about before they talk," said Gregory
Black, director of human services at Saco.
"Maybe their problem isn't with Saco De-
fense. Maybe it's with the government," he
said.
Williams said the Pentagon paid Saco
Defense between $4,128 and $5,700 for each
M60 machine gun manufactured between
September 1988 and March 1990. Williams
maintains the Pentagon paid other contractors
between $418 and $587 for a similar version
of the M60 in the mid-1980s.
Black said those figures are wrong be-
came Saco Defense was the only maker of the
M60. He said the figures from the other
defense contractors are probably for spare
parts, not the entire gun.
Williams countered that prices usually
decrease when more items are ordered. Not so
with Saco, he said, citing figures that the
Pentagon paid $5,556 for M60s in 1989 and
$5,700 for each gun six months later
Black disputed the claim and said not all
items are "cheaper by the dozen" because
overhead remains constant. Black also took
issue with the cost of spare parts to the Mk19
grenade launcher.
According to the lawmakers' review, Saco
Defense was paid $10.28 to $100 for each pin
retainer and between $78.35 and $275 for
each block, which is a bumper for the gun's
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cartridge.
Williams said 193 pin retainers were
bought in March 1984 for $100 each. Two
years later, 71 were bought for $10.28.
Black argued that the higher prices cited
— the $100 cost for the pin retainers and the
$275 for the blocks — are not what Saco
Defense was paid, but what the Pentagon
estimated the cost per item should be.
The Pentagon estimated the blocks would
cost $275 each, but Saco sold them for $78.35,
he said. Likewise, the Pentagon estimated the
cost of the pin retainer at $100, while it
actually cost $10.28, Black said
Black acknowledged that the cost of their
machine guns increased from $1,772 in 1984
to 110,975 in 1988, but only because the guns
were too cheap. He said Saco Defense lost $32
million making the Mk19 because company
officials underestimated the weapon's cost
Roth and Grassley said they were prompt-
ed to conduct the study after being told by
anonymous Pentagon officials that "over-
pricing and other systematic problems are as
prevalent today ... as they were in the mid-
198(k"
ARE YOU PLANNING AN EVENT
AND COULD USE SOME EXTRA
FUNDING????
THE COMPREHENSIVE FEE SERVICES
FUND will assist organizations recognized by
Student Government or the Association of
Graduate Students by covering 80% of the
Expenses associated with specific set-up costs,
i.e., police coverage, fire marshals and/or
electricians. (THIS FUND IS SEPARATE FROM
THE PROGRAM FUND.)
Applications for this fund are available' at the
following locations in the Memorial Union:
The Center for Student Services - 3rd Floor
The Student Activities Office ,- 2nd floor
The Student Programming Office - 2nd Floor
This funding is also retroactive for the Fall
Semester. If your group qualifies, please see
Ms t Bobby Ives, Student Programming Office,
for details.
awrimatiplammam
"The prognosis isn't very good. Unless
we can do something about foreign subsidies,
there really is a question about whether U.S.
shipbuilders can survive in the commercial
market," Stocker says. "It's hard enough to
compete against a foreign government."
For Maine's economy, now sliding deep-
er into a recession, the problems in the ship-
building industry are bad news.
The Bath shipyard is Maine's largest single
private employer, is payroll surpassed only by
the state's government . Its 1990 payroll totaled
more than $328 million and the shipyard
spent $43.5 million buying supplies from
other Maine companies.
A privately held company, BIW does not
release profit or sales figures.
BIW grew steadily throughout the last
decade, rising from about 5,800 workers in
1980 to a peacetime high of 12,000 last
summer. But the number of workers already
has dropped to 11,400 as the company begins
streamlining
"Vie are a major economic factor in Maine
and one of the things that is disturbing is the
fact that we're going to be reducing in size at
a time when Maine's economy is in trouble,"
Haggett says.
The shipyard, spread over 72 acres along
the Kennebec River, draws workers from
throughout Maine, some from as far away as
Aroostook and Penobscot counties
L.J. Mitchell, for in.stance, has been com-
muting four hours a day for more than three
years from his home in the central Maine town
of Pittsfield.
In my area, there are a very limited amount
of good-paying jobs other than the paper
companies," says Mitchell, 51, a pipefitter.
"And you really have to know someone to get
into the paper companies.... At BIW, they will
hire you if you can do the job."
Mitchell says he would move closer to the
shipyard, but he likes the Pittsfield area and
doesn't want to leave.
Since its founding in 1884, BIW has built
more than 450 ships for the Navy and merchant
shipping companies. Over the years, it always
has managed to forage non-military business
to stay afloat when government contracts
dried up.
In the late 1920s and early 1930s, for
instance, the shipyard built several yachts,
including the Corsair for J.P. Morgan. In
1937, BIW built a I2-meter sloop called the
Ranger for Harold Vanderbilt that went on to
win the America's Cup races that year.
The yard's reputation as a Navy ship-
builder grew in the four years of World War
11 when BIW turned out 82 destroyers, more
than were produced by all oflapanduring the
same period.
Since the late 1970s, the bulk of BIW's
business has come building guided-missile
frigates, cruisers and destroyers for the Navy.
The Arleigh Burke, an Aegis destroyer
designed and built by BIW, is the first in a new
class of Navy destroyers that combine com-
puter technology, advanced radar and sonar
systems, and an array of high-powered
weapons.
The ships begin taking shape inside the
cavernous assembly building. They are built
in modules, or sections. Each module is
equipped with piping, ventilation ducts, lights,
even bunks and other furniture.
Before a destroyer is completed, BIW
workers will install 50 miles of pipe into the
ship and 250 miles of electrical cable.
After a module is finished, it's moved out
of the building on a transporter with 64 wheels
and taken to the ways. There, one of the
shipyard's 101 cranes lifts the module so it
can be welded into place on the ship.
"It's essentially like putting together a big
puzzle," says Jim McG reggor, the company's
spokesman.
The importance of BIW's work has been
heightened by the Gulf War, Haggett said.
"We hear and read in the newspapers about
our ships over there. We know our ships are
fixing Tomahawk missiles into Iraq all the
time."
But Haggett said he doesn't believe the
Gulf War will reverse the long-term trend of
decreased U.S. defense spending.
AN EVENING WITH
PAUL PETZOLDT
Pioneer of
Wilderness Education
Come and enjoy the evening with the
legendary Paul Petzoldt, noted mountaineer,
wilderness educator and author. Paul will
share a lifetime of adventures ranging from
his ascent of the Grand Teton in Wyoming,
to K2 in the Himalayas, to founding the
National Outdoor Leadership School (NOLS)
and the Wilderness Education Association.
Monday, February 11 at 7:30 p.m. in the
ii.angor Lounge, Memorial Union.
Admission Free.
*Sponsored by Maine Bound
-oraramast
raramassamsaiwaeamarairillillialkalialtifaMarialiathe
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BIW typical of problems in shipbuilding industry
By William C. Hidlay
Associated Press Writer
BATH, Maine ( AP) — The rhythmic dank
of hammers hitting steel echoes inside the
four-acre assembly building at Bath Iron
Works. Welding flashes illuminate workers
as they piece together modular sections of
three new U.S. Navy destroyers.
Outside, beneath the shipyard's two 394-
foot cranes, four more Navy ships are taking
shape or being fine-timed. A fifth ship, the
first in a new class of' Aegis guided-missile
destroyers, has just finished weapons trials to
rave reviews from its Navy commander.
For Bath Iron Works, one of the nation's
largest shipyards, business seems to be boom-
ing these days.
The company has just won a $513.5 mil-
lion contract to build two more of the new
Navy destroyers. It now has a $2 billion
backlog of work. And at least 15 of the ships
it has built over the past decade are perform-
ing well as part of Operation Desert Storm in
the Persian Gulf region.
But the appearance of prosperity is de-
ceiving.
Rather than hire more people to fill the
new contracts, company officials say they'll
actually have toy oftfrom 1,500 to 2,000 of
the shipyard's 11,400 employees over the
next two years.
They say the layoffs won't be prevented
by last week's announcement that the pro-
posed 1992 Defense Department budget
contains enough money to build five new
destroyers instead of four.
Like the nation's other largest shipbuild-
ers, Bath Iron Works is feeling the effects of
cuts in U.S. defense spending prompted by
the fall of hard-line Communist governments
in Eastern Europe and the end of the Cold
War.
"The whole world changed on us within
the last two years," says William E. Haggett,
the company's chairman and chief executive
officer. "We know that the defense budgets,
once this Middle East situation gets settled,
are not likely to increase.
"The market we expected to be there in the
1990s is just not going to materialize," he said.
"Our shipyard was growing in numbers all
through the decade and more than doubled in
that time period. Now we're going to drop
back. We hope we can stabilize our employ-
ment levels at around 9,000 to 10,000 people.
But to do that we're going to have to find new
opportunities"
And that may be difficult. BIW now is
dependent on the Navy for 90 percent of its
work, and opportunities are limited for
American shipyards beyond building mili-
tary ships and submarines.
Merchant shipbuilding in the United States
has virtually disappeared since the U.S. gov-
ernment stopped providing subsidies to
American companies in 1981, industry offi-
cials say.
Today, only three merchant ships are be-
ing built in this country, says John Stocker,
president of the Shipbuilders Council of
America, a Washington-based lobbying group
for the industry.
U.S. shipyards like Bath, he says, can't
compete against foreign companies that are
subsidized by their governments. South Ko-
rea, West Germany and Japan each budgeted
subsidies ranging from $1.2 billion to $3.1
billion to their shipbuilding industries between
1987 and 1989, the council says.
ASH WEDNESDAY - LENTEN SCHEDULE
Lyg NEW MAN CENTER
Ash Wednesday - 12:00p.m.Ecumenical Service
Bangor Lounge - Union
3:00p.m Catholic Liturgy
Newman Center
Weekday Liturgies - 4:45p.m. Monday - Friday
12:00p.m.Saturday
Sunday Liturgies - 9:30a.m.
Newman Center
6:15p.m.
11: 15a.m. Bangor Lounge - Union
** LENTEN AFTERNOON OF REFLECTION **
** SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1:00 - 5:00p.m. **
Newman Center
-N,Lar "Lent" means spring, a time for new life to appear. .
LENT Let us clear the ground of our being, sow the seed LENT(40<' of God's Word, and prepare Jiff new life.
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Former Mayor Barry wants to teach college
5
(CPS) — Former mayor, adulterer, co- In November, he was defeated in a cam- for 10 days in protest of poor classroom chemistry, is not qualified to teach.
caine possessor and defeated city council paign to capture a seat on the City Council. conditions, seemingly wasteful uses of mon- Other colleges who have had celebrities
candidate Marion Barry now wants to be- Since then, Barry's friends have asked ey and cutbacks in student services, teach say it can be a very positive experi-
come a college teacher. UDC's Board of Trustees and two other ac- Some students worry that adding Barry to ence.
Barry'ssupporters so far have managed to adernic departments to let him lead a class on the school's faculty could do further harm to "It complements the academic program
get him a temporary teaching appointment in campus After they rejected the idea, the the school's reputation, Shaw said. and createsan image for you too,"said Deborah
the criminal justice department at the Uri- criminal justice department gave Barry a job The appointment, which would be for the Brown, director of public information at
versity of the District of Columbia (UDC), pending administrator's approval, semester ending this May, must be approved Radford University in Virginia.
though he has not been cleared to teach yet. Student reaction has been mixed. by the dean of the college of liberal arts, the Singer Steve Allen, fonner Supreme Court
UDC, scene of extraordinary student un- "For the most part lam not opposed to him vice president for academic affairs and interim Justice ArthurGoldberg and Jihan Sadat, wife
rest in recent years, is again being rocked as teaching here. However, I have problems President Miles Mark Fisher IV. of assassinated Egyptian President Anwar
students and administrators try to decide with our paying him," said Lisa Shaw, prmi- "The paperwork has not reached the ad- Sadat, have all taught at Radford as part of the
whether they want the former Washington, dent of UDC's student government. ministration," said UDC spokesman John H school's "distinguished visiting professor
D C , mayor to teach there "I think if he wants to help UDC he should Britton. "Therefore the university has no program."
Barry, Washington's mayor for 16 years, work pro bono. We could use his salary for comnient." At UDC, Shaw agreed that Barry has
was convicted of a misdemeanor last year on other things," Shaw said. The UDC Faculty Senate voted over- "something to share with all students."
one count of possession of cocaine and chate Last September UDC students boycotted whelmingly against the appointment saying "He is a success story gone bad," Shaw
not to run for another term classes and virtually shut down the campus Barry, who has an undergraduate degree in said.
Men listed as dead on Vietnam memorial are alive
It!, Michael J. Sniffen to laugh about it — that we've got a walking any more ... I felt like a prisoner who wasn't one of the two half-scale touring replicas of
Associated Press Writer dead man around." getting any time off for good behavior." the wall.
There are 58,175 names of dead and He sought treatment for post-traumatic "I spotted the name," Shirley said in an
WASHINGTON (AP) — Fourteen missing carved on the V-shaped wall. The stress syndrome and "part of the treatment interview. "I shouted, 'Your name's on the
Americans can visit the Vietnam Veterans fact that it lists 14 living Army veterans as was that I went down to the wall" — just wall!' and everybody looked. He just couldn't
Memorial and find their names carved in dead was buried in computerized Defense across the Potomac River from his Virginia believe it."
black granite among those who died in the Department recordsat the National Archives. home Former Pfc. Darrall E. Lausch heard in
war. Only three of those errors have been publicly Standing under a nearly full moon on a 1987 when a relative told his wife that his
"It was kind of scary," said Eugene). acknowledged before — four years ago. mild night last March, he flipped through the name was on a list of Michigan war dead in the
Toni, who lost part of both legs in Vietnam. Four of the 14 were located by The As- paperback directory of names on the wall, Detroit News.
"It's like seeing your name on a gravestone." sociated Press. looking for friends. He turned to the T's in a When Toni made his discovery, he told
Torti's name is there because a govern- Toni's journey to the wall began on an long-Mot search for an uncle he never met. only his psychiatrist and priest, swearing them
rnent clerk typed a wrong number into a October morning in 1970 when he tripped a Instead, he found his own name. to secrecy.
computer. All 14 computer records have been land mine on a reconnaissance patrol for the He and his wife, Nancy, Walked down to "It was like a secret treasure that I knew
corrected, but the names can never be erased 101st Airborne in mountainous jungle west of panel W7, counted to line 121. "I showed her and no one else did," he said. "I was afraid
from the polished granite. Hue the name and then we both looked at each they were going to take my name off.
"It's a very sobering thing," said former Twenty years later, the 41-yearold former other like we couldn't believe it." "Someone made a keypunch em transcrib-
Spec. 4 Andrew J. Hilden, who found his Army sergeant said: "I woke up one day and Three years earlier in Cambridge, Minn., ingthe Amiy database,"hesaid. "Instead of '21;
name in 1987. "But !guess we have been able decided I didn't want to be a double amputee Andrew Hilden and his wife, Shirley, visited scxneone hit a '5I'," the code for killed.
*
Last day to
submit personals
Deadline is today
at 4p.m.
IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER!
THE YOUNG LOVERS WHO ARE SHORT OF
CASH THIS VALENTINES SEASON,
THE MAINE CAMPUS
WILL OFFER SPECIAL RATES FOR VALENTINE'S DAY PERSONALS:
500 PER LINE
CALL THE AD DEPT AT #12730K STOP BY THE BASEMENT OF LORD HALL
FOR A PERSONALS INSERTION ORDER
Personals will appear on February 13th
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Wilderness society recommends land purchases
By John Diamond
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — An environ-
mental coalition recommended Saturday that
Congress spend $1 billion per year buying
open land and proposed specific sites in New
England ranging from Cape Cod to the White
Mountains
A coalition of 20 environmental groups
including the Wilderness Society, the Nation-
al Wildlife Federation and the Audubon Soci-
ety urged Congress in a report to tap an
existing open space for the land purchases
"Once forests, fields and streams give way
to fast food strips and office buildings, they're
gone forever," said George T. Frampton Jr.,
president of the Wilderness Society. "If we
put off these investments, e ither we ' !Hose the
lands or end up paying a steeper price."
A list of wilderness sites deemed "vital to
wildlife and those who enjoy outdoor recre-
ation" included several in New England states.
The group proposes spending a total of
$16 million to buy some 5,600 acres of land
alongside the Appalachian Scenic Trail which
stretches 2,1(10 miles from Maine to Georgia
At least 80 miles of trail in New England,
most of it in Maine, remain in private hands.
The report recommends some 300,000
February 13 is
ASH WEDNESDAY
Ecumenical Liturgy
12 noon Bangor Lounge
Sponsored by Orono Campus Ministry
INewman Center Canterbury Wilson Center
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acres of land purchases in New England cost-
mg roughly $42 million. The purchases would
extend from the Cape Cod National Seashore
in Massachusetts to the White Mountain Na-
tional Forest in New Hampshire and Maine.
The largest recommended purchase in any of
the New England states Would he some 15,000
acres in Vermont's Green Mountains. Additions
would be made to the Acadia National Park in
Maine and the Pettaquamscutt Cove Natimal
Wildlife Refuge in Rhode Island.
The following is a summary of the land
purchase m Maine as outlined by the environ-
mental coalition:
Acadia National Park; 250 acres; $2.5
million Funds would be used to continue a
program of land acquisition begun in 1987.
Moosehom National Wildlife Refuge;
2,700 acres; $4 mi I lion. Proposed additions to
the refuge include areas along the northwest-
ern shoreline of Cobscook Bay in extreme
eastern Maine. Area supports the highest
nesting density of bald eagles in the northeast-
ern United States.
Petit Marian National Wildlife Refuge;
443 acres; $2.5 million. Addition iodic refuge
is deemed essential for mainte9ance of sea-
bird populations.
Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge;
1,250 acres; $2.5 million. Located on the
southern coast of Maine in York and Cumber-
land Counties, the additions would enable
more efficient management of the lands and
protect wildlife resources.
Art courses available at
UMaine this spring
(PICS) — Art students have a choice of
five courses including oil painting, non-
traditional perception, watercolor composi-
tion and studio, and drawing during the
spring semester at the University of Maine.
"Introduction to Oil Painting," intended
for both beginners and intermediates, runs
from 6-9 p.m. for 12 Wednesdays begin-
ning Feb. 20 in 30 Merrill Hall. The course
introduces various techniques of oil paint-
ing and covers still lifes, landscapes, self-
portraits and abstractions.
"Drawing Via Right Brain," designed to
help people look at the world in a non-
traditional way and improve their percep-
tion of objects, goes from 7-9 p. m., Tuesdays
beginning Feb. 19 in 104 Jenness Hall.
"Drawing or Painting" for both begin-
ners and advanced drawing and painting
students if offered from 6-9 p.m. for 12
Mondays beginning Feb. 18 in 143 Bangor
Hall, Bangor campus. It includes still lifes,
landscapes, seascapes, perspective, portraits,
design and other areas.
"Watercolor Composition," which fo-
cusPs on the personal vision of the individ-
ual who has reached a certain level of tech-
nical ability, runs from 6-9 p.m. for 12
Tuesdays starting Feb. 19 on 30 Merrill
Hall. Students explore composition through
the design principles of line, form, color,
texture and space.
For more information, call the Confer-
ences and Institutes Division at 581-4092.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
Sponsored by Cutler Health Center,
Residential Life, Fastem Maine AIDS Network,
and the School of Human Development,
University of Maine and Student Government
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New Hampshire Democrats mourn loss of William Dunfey
By David Tirrell-Wysocki
Associated Press Writer
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — New Hamp-
shire is mourning the loss of businessman and
political power-broker William Dunfey, who
died of cancer at age 65.
Dunfey, of Rye, was well-known in the.
state and region as a founder and officer of the(
international Dunfey Hotels chain, a family
business that grew from a fried clam stand and
restaurant he, his brothers and sisters opened
after World War IL •
But he also made a name for himself as a
powerful Democrat, coordinating the New
England presidential campaigns of John
Kennedy in 1960 and Lyndon Johnson in
1964. He also ran Robert Kennedy's northern
New England presidential committee in 196%.
When he wasn't pushing presidential
candidates, Dunfey was a driving force in
New Hampshire's Democratic Party. He
founded the state Young Democrats' Club in
1952, served as state party chairman in the
1960s and was a highly respected political
organizer and fund-raiser throughout his life.
He died Saturday at Dartmouth-Hitch-
cock Medical Center.
State Democratic Party Chaimian Ned
Helms called Nutley "one of the most ex-
traordinary people this state ever produced.
"He was a political person, a business
person, and, most importantly, he was a people
person," Helms said.
Former Gov. John King, whom Dunfey
helped get elected in 1962, said Dunfey's
generosity extended beyond political bounds
"He did as many favors for Republicans as
he did for Democrats," King said. "He was a
friend to everybody."
In a 1980 newspaper profile, Dunfey's
brothers referred to him as the guru when it
came to politics.
His 1954 masters's thesis at the Universi-
ty of New Hampshire was called "History of
the Democratic Party in the Sate of New
Hampshire."
Dunfey is credited with being a major
factor in the successful campaign of former
U.S. Sen. Thomas McIntyre, who, along with
King in 1962, broke the Republican hold on
major state offices that had lasted more than a
generation.
Dunfey organized the young Democrat
group shortly after the first presidential pri-
mary in New Hampshire in 1952 and invited
a young Sen. John Kennedy to address the
fledgling group
When Kennedy became president, Dun-
fey refused an administration job. He also
turned down an offer to become assistant
postmaster general.
"My business and my family and my
involvement in New Hampshire politics have
been enough to satisfy me," he said at the
time.
Dunfey said he became interested in New
Hampshire politics because he felt the state
needed to become a two-party state.
In a 1980 interview, he said he no longer
wanted to play the role of power broker. He
said he was more interested in fighting behind
the scenes for women's issues and other causes
he felt were ignored by most politicians.
But he continued advising Democratic
candidates and raising money for their cam-
paigns.
Duffey is survived by his wife, Ruth; a
daughter, Julie; three sisters, and five broth-
ers.
RPI teaches etiquette tips for job hunting students
(CPS) — Hoping to get some help finding
a job in what has become a terrible job market
for graduating seniors, about 400 Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute students attended a
seminar Jan. 26 to teach them how not to be
slobs.
The session included tips for everything
from choosing which skirt to wear to a job
interview to how to knot a tie.
"We're doing this to help our studentfi
gain a cotnpetitive edge" in landing a job, said
Vicki Lynn, director of the Career Develop-
ment Comter at the Troy, N.Y., school.
"The marketplace has turned sour" and
will probably get worse, Lynn predicted. "Our
students are concerned."
In December, nationwide surveys by both
Northwestern University and Michigan State
University found corporations were cutting
their campus recruiting of new college grads
this year dramatically
In response, about 400 students attended
the seminar, called Career-atha Ion, where they
learned various etiquette tips from Ernest joe
Mann, an expert in business etiquette.
"I try to make (students) feel good about
themselves," Mann said.
"I always go back to first impressions,"
she added, explaining that it's important for
students to have a firm handshake, keep their
heads up and make eye contact at an interview.
Students should be especially careful to
We're Interested in Whatever is on your mind!
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LeAnn Pinkham, RFD I, Box 224, 01.394-2276
Bill Reed, P.O. Box 474, Orono, 947-7129
Michael Reiraboro, 246 S. Main St., 0.1., 827-4130
Jenine D. Serviolo. 9 Pine St., Orono, 866-0109
Nicholas Sherman. 35 Margin St., Orono, 866-0455
Chas Stneriglio. 88 Park St, Apt 3. Orono
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Sp by and enter your name to win
a dozen roses for you're Valentine!
mind their manners at meals, Mann said.
Don't cut spaghetti, don't "saw" at meat to
cut it, don't we your napkin to blow your nose
and, most importantly, leave any utensil placed
at the top of a place setting for dessert only,
Mann advised.
A student once told Mann he knew he
hadn't gotten a certain job because he cut his
spaghetti during a luncheon interview.
In terms of fashion, women's interview
skirts should always be at least knee-length
and men should not wear button-down col-
lars, Mann suggested.
It's also important to watch how people
already with the company do things fvlarui said.
Different rules apply to different workers.
After the brunch, students visited booths
to learn skills like knotting ties and how to
make travel arrangements.
Lynn denied that students at Rensselaer, a
school noted for its science and engineering
programs, needed etiquette advice any more
than students at other colleges.
"It is a popular myth that engineering and
science majors are geeks, and we do have
those here," she admitted.
However the majority of the students at
Rensselaer "are just like other college stu-
dents," Lynn said.
In general "there's been a decline in at-
tention paid to behavior and social graces" in
society, she added.
Ring Sale
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Editorial
Don't cut the
Counseling Center
ii addition to threatening to compromise the educational,quality of the University of Maine, new budget cuts are alsothreatening one of UMaine's unsung heroes — the CounselingCenter. . 
.
It is no mystery to the hundreds of UMaine community
members who have used the services of the Center that theprogram is already opetating at maximum capacity, and any
cuts would definitely translate into lost services.
This point is dangerously claw to becoming fact. Alreadyfacing the chopping block are the Helpline, 24-hour emergency
services, and summer counseling.
We are distressed by this, and are even more concerned that
additional cuts may leave some chents of the Counseling Center
without its services — services which may mean the differencebetween students staying at UMaine or leaving, or, worse yet,the difference between life and death.
We beseech the administration of UMaine to spare theCounseling Center of cuts altogether.
Whereas we are strong proponents of everyone doing theirpart to help out in tough times, it is our opinion the CounselingCenter has already made as many sacrifices as it can.
We trust the Counseling Center can be spared the loss of its
vital services, and all those persons who depend on the Coun-
seling Center will be able to continue doing so. (DHIO
Support Black Bear
basketball
In front of 3,087 fans Saturday, the University of Maine
men's basketball team played their final home game at the
Bangor'Auditorium.
The Black Bears pul leda way with an exciting 84-63 victory
over Boston University to stay atop of the North AtlanticConference.
That was not the first exciting game the men's squad hasplayed, nor is it the team's first victory. in fact, the Black Bearshave been putting on quite a show for fans all season long.
Since the 1987-88 season, both the men and women UMainebasketball teams have played their home games at the Bangor
Auditorium. With the exception of a few games played at
Memorial Gym due to conflict in scheduling, it has been thehome away from home.
Overall, the attendance for the men's contests has been lessthan supportive, sparsely covering the bleachers. Fans could beheard speaking in small groups in between the whistles and the
squeak of the players' sneakers.
However, times are changing.
The attendance for the BU game ranks fourth in the overall
attendance record since its first regular season at the auditorium.
The first-place attendance grabber sivwed 4587 fans in support
of the Black Bears against the Uni%rsity of Connecticut last
December.
In just a few weeks, both the men's and women's teams are
the hosts to the NAC playoffs to be held at Memorial Gym.
Don't let them down. Show your support.
Next year, due to the expansion of the Alforid Arena, the
Black Bears will be at home, on campus - where theybelong.(ECII)
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In love? Think again
Yessir, Valentine's Day is na-
tional sweetie day, time for all those
people with a big or little honey to
go out and show that yes, they've
got someone and you don't.
Anything's a good excuse to
liven up a time of year with about
6 hours of sunlight per day, but
there's a lot of fakery going on
around here.
UMaine is not one big Love
Boat. In other words, there are a lot
of people around here who think
they are in love when they are not.
First, there are the couples who
think that fondling each other is a
relationship. One person is usually
more concerned about that - the
guy most of the time- and the other
just goes along with it since it's
good for the other.
These lusty couples are the ones
with long kisses in between class-
es, the quick feel in the alcove, and
plus the couples couple a lot too.
One roommate ends up in
homeless shelter too, because there
is no way of getting into a room
with a roomie and lover in the
throes of passion. Or at least,
something that is not good to walk
in on.
Some of them are also just really
horny people who really want to be
locked in an eternal embrace or
want to make up for lost time ia
high school, when other people
were getting and they weren't.
Then there are the pairs who are
like static cling and do not separate.
Mauling for them is out, but the
hands are permanently locked to-
gether.
Often this type of behavior is to
show that yes, lam happy and this
is why I am showing this semi-
intimate moment to you. It's more
of an eternal cuddle, with cute
snookiftlike names attached. Some
of them must keep walking togeth-
er around campus hand in hand for
a maximum visibility sweep for all
Michael
Reagan
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to see because there are scores of
them.
But this clingy couple is a little
desperate. There's not much time
left! Geez, they're nineteen (really
old) and they had to hook up with
someone soon. Being alone is the
social equivalent of a social nerd
and is as much fun as being a
member of the Republican Guard
with B-52s dropping bombs on
top of you.
"Ancient" is another term for
some Valentine-givers this week.
Years have gone by, not just
months, and it has gotten annoy-
ing for them.
But breaking up with a toad of
a love- breaking up! -is too horrible
to comprehend. So sticking with
the annoying one is better than
such a single fate.
After all, he/she is less annoy-
ing than other members of the
family and who knows, that may
happen soon A wedding is intim-
idating, but loneliness is perma-
nently banished. Right?
This week is a good truce for
the fighting couple. They have
loud, wall-shaking arguments at
least once a week. After the fight,
the rest of the week is spent recu-
perating or trying to make up.
In computerese, this Is an end-
less loop. It's like Hearns-ILeo-
nard, Leonard-Hearns again and
again. It's a kind of Dave and
Maddie idea that if they fight a lot
they must really be passionate
about each other. All passion is
spent after such arguments, and
vocal cords take a beating.
Finally, there is the uneven
couple, where one person domi-
nates the other. The overshadowed
boyfriend or girlfriend does not
have enough self-esteem to stand
up for themselves when treated
badly by the domineering sweetie.
And hey, this is love, this is
perfect, so getting ordered around,
yelled at, or ditched is o.k. since all
great loves have there difficulties.
The crushed girlfriend (usually
it's female) has the self-esteem
deficit and so she can endure being
treated lousy, which is what has
happened and may happen for the
rest of her life.
If there is any theme to this
column, it is that fake relationships
occur because people want to have
something they have lacked in the
past.
A girlfriend or boyfriend is a so-
called sign of maturity or at least an
indication that there is a good
possibility if sex. Success is not
only having a good job, the car, and
the condo but also an artnornament
who happens to be just as wonderful
as you are.
Most importantly, there is the
catching-up angle. Someone wants
to make up for something, like the
high school example. More often,
catching up does not equal a desire
to be a member of a lusty couple,
but a desire to make up for the lack
of love and affection missing in
some or all of a person's life.
Find someone who is relatively
nice and single and bingo -instant
sweetheart- and an end to all the
sorrows of life. It's just that simple.
And that's the way love isn't at
UMaine. For all of us at the Maine
Campus, have a happy Valentine's
Day.
Michael Reagan is the anti-
snookie from Portland, Maine who
will shoot the next lusty conple he
sees. They deserve it, and a room-
mate will definitely be thankful
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Gray residents comfort each other about war
GRAY (AP) — While the people in one
Maine community look to one another for
comfort during the Persian Gulf War, a teacher
in Auburn has gone flag crazy.
Residents in Gray say community bonds
have strengthened as the news of destruction
and death in the Gulf War assaults them on
televion. Across the town of close to 6,000,
peopi say they find solace in each other and
the familiarity of small-town life.
Meanwhile, another man has shown his
support for U.S. troops by putting up a flag for
every school day the war continues
Richard Bastow, who collects flags as a
hobby and is chairman of Architectural and
Civil Engineering Technology at Central
Maine Technical College in Auburn, has
hrought a flag to work every day since Jan. 17.
Bestow said he thought the war would end
quickly, and expected his collection to be
sufficient. But Bastow has taken donations as
the weeks pass.
"The flags will continue until either Sadd-
am runs out or I run out and neither one of us
plans to," Bristow said.
So far, Bastow has hung 16 flags at school
from the ceiling or poles. There are replicas of
the 1775 Union Jack flag without any stars,
the Betsy Ross flag of 1776, and the Star
Spangled Banner that has 15 stars and 15
stripes. The largest is a 9-by 12-foot flag with
45 stars.
The flag has been in Bastow's family
since 1906 and was handed down to him by
his grandmother
"It's a good idea that he brought the flags,"
said student Patty Allison "It's easy to lose
track of the fighting, but when you look out
there you can tell how long it's been."
Two students and a custodian have con-
tributed to the col lect i on, and Bestow has a list
of people with flags to offer.
In Gray, Cathy Curtis said residents also
have strong, but mixed, sentiments about the
Persian Gulf War.
Last week, Curtis organized a ribbon-
hanging ceremony at the town hall. Marianne
Tufts, who wants the war to end, has begun
fasting and praying every Friday. And anoth-
er resident, Cindy Fletcher, supports the war
effort but has turned to friends, and relatives
for comfort since her scn went to war.
"If you asked people about their beliefs,
you'd get diverse views," said Patricia Dunn
of Gray. "But everyone feels the same way
about the ones over there."
At one church last Sunday during a nation-
al day of prayer for peace, every pew was
filled. All was quiet, save for a few babies, as
the Rev. Maurice Morin shared his sense of
powerlessness over events in the Middle Ewa.
"How I wish I had the power to say, 'Let
there be peace.' But I don't," Morin told his
congregation. "But we can intercede with
God to drive the evil froni the world."
Residents and religious leaders in Gray
agree that the community spirit has helped
their town through the uneasiness.
"When there's a crisis in our lives, we turn
to God," says Pastor Gregory Randall of the
Trinity Assembly of God in Gray Randall
says about 110 people usually attend Sunday
services but 15J attended the week after war
broke out.
"God has a place for Jews, Arabs and
Christians in the Middle East," Randall says
he told his congregation. "The battle isn't
over oil. It's over boundaries and land. It's
God's will."
Aside from religion, there are other sma II-
town outlets for support in Gray. Curtis, editor
of the Gray News, said she has been surprised
at how many people rely on her ,paper for
neivs of those serving in the gulf.
Money most important to college job seekeis
(CPS) — A majority ofstudentsattivc out
of six colleges said salary was their number
one priority when choosing a job, a new
survey has found.
Most students —63 percent of those asked
in the Coors Light College Survey leased
Jan. 10 — said the most important factor in
deciding whether to take a job was salary.
Moreover, 74 percent of the students ex-
pect to make between $20,000 and $50,000
per year in their first job out of college.
In Coors' survey last year, students ranked
the potential for advancement and responsi-
bility as more important than salary
"Given today's economic outlook, stu-
dents may feel that salary is a more important
consideration," speculated Bob McBride,
COON Light brand director.
"Everyone I've ever known says money"
is the most important consideration, agreed
Jennifer Karas, a senior at Colorado State
University
Yet Colorado State was the only school
surveyed where a majority of students didn't
choose salary as a top priority.
Instead, 63 percent chose geographic lo-
cation as their top consit:eration.
"It must be Colorado," Karts said of her
schoolmates' choice. "Everyone' chooses to
stay (in the state)."
Have you hugged your condom
today? Remember, Feb. 11 -.15
is National Condom Week.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• If you are energetic, willing to
• with an open mind and have good communication skills
: then you may have the PEP!!
•
▪ The Peer Educator
•
• qualifier men and
•
•
•
•
• ***
•
•
•
• ***
•
•
•
•
• Work study feel that you can meet
- these
: challenges than YOU ARE A POTENTIAL PEER 
EDUCATOR!!!!!
•
• Applications available week of Feb 11th
•
•
• at the Residential Lie and the Peer Ed
ucation Program
• Office, basement of Eltabrooke Hall or at the 
Peer•
• Educator's condom' Boothat the Memorial Union.
: Applications Deadliti- Monday, February
 18 189111 
* * *
Program is now looking to hire
DO YOU HAVE THE
P.E.PV
PEER EDUCATOR PROGRAM •
learn about new issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•
women who would like to: •
•
•
•
•
•
•
Develop communication, program development and'•
•
•
•
•
Acquire knowledge in the areas of Human
Relations, Life Skills and Development
presentation skills
Earn $$$ while applying knowledge and skills
to provide peers with learning opportunities
Or not, if you
Among all the students who responded, University in Sacramento.
"potential for advancement" was the second Among the Coors su rvey 's other findings:
most-important job consideration, followed Eighty-one percent of students surveyed
by geographic location, benefits, flexibility, planned to marry. Of those, 85 percent plan to
responsibility and getting a "foot in the door." stay married.
A survey released in June by Right A.sso- Fifty-five percent are currently involved
ciates found that salary was not the primary in a serious relationship. Sixty-six percent of
factor in students' choice of careers. the people in a relationship are "very happy"
In that survey, 67.3 percent said their own with it.
interests and skills were the primary reasons Seventy-one percent of college males
for their career choice. would enter the military if the draft were
The six colleges represented in the Coors reinstated and they were called to serve
survey were Colorado State, Memphis State • Seventy-nine percent of the students are
and Ohio State universities, the universities of registered to vote and 64 percent voted in the
Connecticut and Texas and California State last presidential election
The Maine Campus
has
IBM PS-2s 
Model 25
FOR SALE - $500 each
Includes: Monochrone
monitor, 1-Disk Drive and
Keyboard.
Call 581-1272
ask for Eric for more information
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Democratic budget bill: pass the tinsel please
By Peter Jackson
Associated Press Writer
A UG LISTA (AP) — What 's happening to
the Democratic budget bill in the Legislature
used to be known as the "Christmas tree"
approach to making laws. The term has fallen
out of vogue; the practice remains time le&s.
Alternately used to kill a bill or make it
palatable enough to reach the governor's desk,
it involves the attachment of amendment after
amendment to a bill, like so many ornaments
on a yuletide spruce.
A.s lawmakers headed home for the week-
end Friday, a rand total of 10 amendments
were dangling from the budget bill, some
making technical changes but some designed
to secure the votes of individual lawmakers
Barring a behind-the-scenes bargaining
breakthrough, more amendments are expect-
ed to surface when the Senate resumes the
debate this week on a bill already overflowing
with unconventional strategies and outright
gimmicks engineered to bridge a budget gap
that exceeds $160 million through June.
To achieve two-thirds majority support,
Democrats need not only to hold their own
troors, but to persuade some Republicans to
stray across patty lir= four in the House and
two in the Senate, to be precise.
Last week, the first ornaments to be hung
on the tree produced some immediate results.
For example, Republican Rep. Donald A.
Strout pledged his vote to the Democratic
bloc after the House approved an amendment
that allows cities and towns to excuse them-
selves from state educational mandates until
reductions in state school subsidies made in
the past year are reversed.
"The people out there want this amend-
ment," said Strout, who not coincidentally
works as town manager back home in Corinth.
Another Republican defector, Rep. Omar
P. Norton of Winthrop, said he was swayed
partly because of another amendment, de-
signed to ensure that state workers laid off Or
"bdmped" because of recent budget cuts are
returned to their original positions if the posi-
tions are restored by the Legislature. Norton's
district encompasses several capital-area
bedroom communities.
Strout and Norton became the second and
third Republicans to sign on with the Demo-
crats, putting the majority party within one
vote of a two-thirds majority in the House —
assuming all votes hold until the end.
Not all the amendments were designed to
win over reluctant lawmakers, however.
One would provide up to $20,000 in state
money to aid prospective buyers of the John
Roberts Inc. clothing plant in Biddeford, which
employs 170 people and is slated to close in
March.
Its chief promoter is Assistant Senate
Majority Leader Dennis L. Dutremble, who
lives in Biddeford but says his motives are
pure, his aim simply to preserve jots that are
sorely needed.
Governor Baxter School considers closing dorms
FALMOUTH (AP) — Even though he
grew up in a family with 12 children, Stephen
Gagnon's deafness isolated him until he en-
rolled at the Governor Baxter School of the
Deaf and lived in the dormitory.
Then, Gagnon said, he was like every-
body else around him.
"My brothers and sisters could only finger
spell a little," the 35-year old Gotham resident
said through an interpreter. The school "was
my family."
That family is being threatened by a pro-
posal to eliminate the donni tory, which school
officials say is too expensive
Saturday, about 150 deaf people and par-
ents of students at Baxter turned out to discuss
the proposal. Many felt the residential pro-
gram is the only chance for many students to
learn about and become a part of deaf culture.
Kathleen Fries, superintendent of the
school, said she agrees that the dorm is impor-
tant, but sacrifices must be made in hard
economic times.
"1 don't disagree that deaf culture takes
place in the school in some wonderful cir-
cumstances," Fries said. "But only 24 kids
can take advantage of that now."
Two dozen of the school's 70 students live
in the dormitory and only seven of those
students live there because their homes are
too far away, Fries said. The rest of the live-
in students stay in the dorm to participate
more easily in after-school activities and
sports, she said.
Fries said the personnel cost to operate the
dorm as $425,000. She said the school must
examine how it spends money before the state
does so.
"I would have a hani time telling the
statethat it's worth 1.425,000 and more to
house seven children here," she said.
She said some taxpayers think the school
is a waste because deaf students can attend
regular schools.
—The school is not in jeopardy now but we
don't want to put it in jeopardy," Fries said.
Ina proposal that must be approved by the
Legislature and governor, the school would
allow students who live more than one hour
away to live at Baxter next fall. The dorm
would close the following year.
William Nye, director of adult education
at the school, said losing the residential pro-
gram would forever hurt the deaf community.
The estimated $200,000 would be spent
on more activities and sports.
Hewins travel offers fun in the sun from page 1
want to go somewhere different or they don't
want to have to step over people on crowded
beaches, which seems inevitable during spring
break.
Florida is always a popular gathering place
for spring break, yet isn't as popular as Can-
cun and Jamaica.
"Some are going to Florida," Stevens said.
The current situation in the Persian Gulf is
slowing down the flight process due to security
checks, but doesn't seem to be affecting the
numbers of people travelling overseas, ac-
cording to Stevens. "Overseaslravel has in-
creased," Stevens said. "People just want to
get away from it all."
The number of professors traveling this
spring break is down, according to Stevens.
Hewins Travel is a private company which
rents space from the University of Maine.
"We aren't part of the budget cuts," Stevens
said "We do mostly university business."
Hewins Travel offers complete travel in-
fonnation, rates, reservations, and on-site
ticketing for domestic and international tray-
Fall Semester
Student Teaching
IF YOU HAVE NOT APPLIED
FOR STUDENT TEACHING,
YOU MUST DO SO
IMMEDIATELY AT THE
STUDENT TEACHING OFFICE,
INFORMATION DESK,
SHIBLES HALL
DEADLINE: Februciry 12,1991 
el, hotels, car rentals, tour packages, three,
seven, and ten day cruises, student break and
holiday vacations and weekend getaways for
U Maine students, faculty, and staff.
"We are a full -travel agency," said Sandy
Tardiff, travel consultant for Hewins Travel.
Hewins Travel is open year-round from 8
a . m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday and can
be reached by phone at 581-1400.
Give your heart
an extra helping.
Say no to high-fat foods
0 American HeartAssociation
DENIM
TAXES
We can help vu deal with one of them.
PROTAX TAX SERVICE 
"Prolessional tax_ pmansfion with
alittititalle "Wel "ma It mind"
H. \ \!ls-
•I I, \ 1 DA) R L
for a free estimate or to make an ;Vt. cal
947-6886
PROTAX-GESTALT, 61 Main *eel, Savor
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Growth
control faces
first big test
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) Totvn
meeting season starting next month Will
presentthe first major test of Maine's 3-year
old law designed to curb unbridled growth.
Voters ace )ss the state will deliver their
verdicts on state-mandated comprehensive
planning to guide development and protect
local resources
A state official praises the overall quality
of the plans she has seen, but worries that
some may be the result of "pretty fragile
compromises. I'm nervous that some may
unravel and unwind in a town meeting"
"I'm both optimistic and nervous," add-
ed Kay Rand, director of the Office of Com-
prehensive Planning in the Department of
Economic and Community Development.
Rand's worries stem in part from voter
reaction in Richmond, where final action on
a proposed plan has been postponed because
of massive opposition that seemed likely to
kill it. The Richmond plan will be returned
to voters at a special town meeting Feb. 27.
Reactions have been different in other
towns.
Cathy Goodwin of the southern Maine
community of Eliot predicts easy passage
"Nearly 80 people had a hand in supplying
the ideas and writing the document,"
Goodwin said. "I think it really reflects the
wishes of our town."
The plans were prompted by the Growth
Management Law adopted during the peak
of the development boom in 1988.
The law requires all Maine cities and
towns to adopt plans and ordinances in ac-
cordance with state goals. Communities that
experienced the most rapid growth faced the
earliest deadlines.
Once plans that reflect th state goals are
adopted, towns have another year to adopt ,
ordinances to in, plement them. Failu,-e toi
comply results in the loss of state aid for
some town construction activities.
School subsidies and revenue sharing
would continue, but towns without accept-
able plans and ordinances wouldn't be eli-
gible for business development help, boat
landing mwey or sewage treatment plant
construction funds.
The plans must designate parts of each
town that are suitable for growth and others
that should remain rural, and outline capital
investment plans to assure that roads, schools
and other town facilities are constructed and
rebuilt in an orderly manfier
They also outline plans for protection of
natural habitais, commercial fishing re-
sources, historic sites and affordable hous-
ing.
Pianniv for the most part was done by
volunteer committees with help from the
public. The plan for the lake front com-
munity of Naples, for instance, was devel-
oped during 39 meetings and eight, public
hearings and meetings with business and
social groups, said Chairman Gerry Ravi-
land.
Haviland declines to predict how the
plan will be received when it goes to town
meeting March 2.
"1 hilly expect some will tell us about all
the dire things they think will happen if we
adopt this," he said. But he adds, "I think it
reflects the wishes of the town. I'm doing all
I can to encourage them to stand up and be
a part of it."
1
Maul(' Campus Tpi place your classified adCLASSIFIED ADVERTISING call#1273today!!
Help Wanted Help Wanted MiscellaneousSummer Jobs with Upward Bound
Work with high school students on
UMaine campus. We need English,
Communication, Science, Math, and
Computer Science teachers, a Nurse,
Residential Life Counselors and others.
Summer work-study especially helpful.
Excellent professional experience.
Room and board available for some
positions. Details/Application:
Upward Bound, 100 Winslow Hall
UMaine, 581-2522
Your career starts now!--Call for
information about the company that Is
letting people skip the job scene and.
step up to financial independence
Don't miss this one.
1-800-749-5515 Ext. 587
SPRING BREAKI—Spring Break in
Cancun or the Bahamas from $299!
Includes round-trip air fare, 7 nights
hotel, cruise beach parties, free lunch,
and much, much more! Organize a
small group — earn a free trip plus
CASH! Call 1-800-BEACH-1T!
9415 HOURLY AVERAGE!--Sell art
reproduction (prints) part time at
school, low key, management at some
schools, National Publisher. Call
collect. (207)-363-4730
Cruise Shiplobs!--Iliring men/
women, summer/year round.
PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR GUIDES,
RECREATION PERSONNEL.
Excellent pay plus free travel.
Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas, South
Pacific, Mexico. CALL NOW! Call re-
fundable 1-206-736-7000, Ext. C376
ON.CAMPUS FUND-RAISER--Needed-
Organized and industrious fraternity,
sorority, or student group to earn
hundreds of dollars for an on-campus
malketing project. Call Now!
1-800-NOW-POST
Apartments
rono-- • • room, m • • em umts
apartment. Quiet, walk to UMaine.
$450 per month + utilities. 945-5810
Country Living Townhouse Apts.-2
Bedroom, I 1/2 bath, heat, hot water,
sewer included. Laundry, Cable
available. 8 miles from campus. $525
per tnonth. For more Information call:
86647798 Bradle ME
Miscellaneous
Male Stripper—All occasions, also
misc delivery options. 947-4220 
Hotnekeeping—Experienced,
references available. Reasonable rates
For aippointment, call 942-8789 
Lostl—Pair of glasses on Thurs. Jan. 31,bet/ern Stewart Commons and
Stevans Parking lot or Library and
Pavil)on Theatre. If found, call Mike at
581-4931, Rm. 135
Lostl--$50.00 reward for the return of
my pocketbook with contents. Esprit
black with brown leather trim. Lost
on campus, 1/31/91. Call Kim,
866-$943
Female roommate neededl—No lease,
no security deposit. Free heat, great
lookipg apartment. $215 per month
rent. iCall 941-8427, leave message
FOR SALE!--Smith + Wesson semi-
automatic handgun. 14 round clip,
fixed sights. Excellent condition.
Asking $425. Call 866-3048 and
leave message
Pregnant?--Love and a happy home
await the baby we long to adopt. Call
Trudi or John collect.
142121-678-0596 
Lose—New, full length, off-white wool
coat, missing since 1/17 from 3rd floor
Union. Sentimental Christmas gift.
Call 581-1825
Lost!--Silver Band Bracelet with
turquoise studs, family heirloom.
Reward if found, 960 dollars. Call
827-7956
Found!--Teddy Bear, outside Wells
Commons. Inquire at 101 Wells, West
Campus office 04702
Wake N' Bake--Spring break '91!
Jamaica/Cancun from $459!! A week
of fun and sun! The hottest
destinations. Call 1-800-426-7710'
Orono Thrift Shop--Take Pine from
Main, 2nd right to Birch: Open Weds
11-4, Sat. 11-2. Big sale thru March 6 
CARIiIBEAN-4189 FOR SPRING
BREAK. Why freeze here? The sunny
Caribbean or Mexican coast for a
week! Only $189 Call SUNH1TCH im
1-(212)-864-2000
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA!
Information on semester, summer, J-
term, Graduate and Internship
programs. All programs run under
$6000. Call Curtin University at
1-800-878-3696
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Songwriters
org
6 Royal power
symbol
9 Swimmers
platform
14 Theater
programs
is Ward heeler
is Fictional Doone
I Winged
is Ripen
19 Bitter
20 A toast
23 Curve
24 Rider in an
oater
25 L A time
211 Rabble
29 Place alone
32 AdVis Ababa s
province
Edited by Eugene T. Maleska
35 Word with head
or back
38 Kitchen device
39 Repasts for
Dec 31
42 Indonesian
name for New
Guinea
43 Sci of stars
etc
44 Almost Prefix
46 "A in Her
Hand" Aldrich
47 Onager
415 North Sea
feer—Ir
64,--
Necessarily
So'.Gershw.n
S3 Deli order
se "Here s — -
(another toast)
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
HOW DODO MEMOMOOM 013000 0003
MMOMOMMOMOGOOOM
MEMO 0011000,110000151 MOO
OOMMUODO =MOO
MOO MUM 0011COMO 001000301 DOM
OUMGO =BO
MIUMMO MU0000130
EMU ramomm.
bassup 
000000 0013100
roommo
O121300 ME1 00 WO0MGM U0 0 F300
eft Rind of charge
42 Meadow
63 Campus bldgs.
64 Indebted
U Choreographer
Lubovitch
64 telumsy
117 al of grass
f!t. bt a letter
clbsure
Se Ritualistic
declarations
DOWN
Diminish
2 Farm buildings
3 Family of the
Great
Pacificator
4 Choir member
5 Sham. Comb
form
6 Colorful fish
7 Thesaurus
name
8 Most misty
9 Tire problem
Jo Ness, e.g
is Hockey great
12 Black cuckoo
13 Lincoln son
21 Pack groceries
again
22 French-Belgian
border river
25 Cole Porter
song: 1929
26 Violinist Isaac
27 Concise
No. 1231
211 ---arms
(soldier)
30 Against Abbr
31 Rovaniemi
natives
32 Put on a happy
face
33 A king ot Tyre
34 Namesakes of,
the chief Norse
god
35 Kind of lace
37 Alts
40 Suffix wan
serpent
41 Heavens
Comb form
46 Disencumber
48 Atelier
Si Lend -
(heed)
52 Jewish rr onths
53 French tarn
54 Fluid
resembling
blood plasma
115 Examinations
56 Repair
57 Exhort
58 Jaffe or Barrett
59 Male swan
SO Hooter
111 By way of
Answers to arriy three clues in this
puzzle are available by touch-tone
phone: 1-900-420-5656 (751: each
minute)
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Powell says
U.S. using
old tactics
SIGONELLA, Sicily (AP) — Gen. Co-
lin Powell, fresh from meetings with his top
commanders to discuss combat with Iraq,
said Sunday the United States was preparing
to employ a strategy originally devised for a
European war against the Warsaw Pact
"It's quite appropriate to the battle that
we face," Powell, the chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, said about the allied military's
AirLand Battle doctrine.
"We're not going to make up a new
doctrine," he told reporters traveling with
him.
The AirLand strategy, originated in the
1970s, envisions simultaneously attacking
from several directions to surround and de-
bilitate an opponent.
Powell accompanied Defense Secretary
Dick Cheney for weekend meetings in Riy-
adh, Saudi Arabia, with Gen. H. Norman
Schwarzkopf and other allied military lead-
ers plotting the war to oust Iraqi forces from
Kuwait.
Arizona officials
indicted for
money
laundering
PHOENIX (AP) — Arizona's political
arena, tarnished by the governor's im-
peachment in 1988 and ethics complaints
against its U.S. senators, is reeling from a
sting that netted indictments against seven
legislators.
The yearlong undercover operation
emerged last week just as the Statehouse
was considering cuts in law enforcement
funds and changes in prison sentencing laws.
Defense lawyers claim the timing is more
than coincidental.
"How do you launder this much?" the.
Senate majority whip, Democrat Carolyn
Walker, asks as she accepts $15,000 in cash,
in a scene prosecutors captured on video-
tape.
The seven lawmakers, a justice of the
peace, a former state Democratic Party ex-
ecutive director, a former jail guard, and five
others who are either lobbyists or activism
were indicted on charges of conspiracy to
bribe and launder money.
The indictment accuses the legislators of
accepting more than $100,000 in, cash from
an informant posing as a flamboyant gam-
ing consultant trying to legalize casino
gambling in Arizona
Corrections
To bring a correction to
our attention, contact the
Editor at 581-1271 between
the hours of 1 p.m. and 4
p.m., or stop by the office
in the basement of Lord
Hall.
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Sports
Intensity leads Black Bears to 84 -63 win over BU
By Shelley Danforth
Staff Writer
Intensity.
The University of Maine men's basket-
ball team had it.
UMaine coach Rudy Keeling had it.
The UMaine bench had it. The 3,087
fans had it. Even the spine tingling national
anthem, sung by UMaine's Beth Nichols
was intense.
Ulaltt (SO
Bonclund 10-20 4-5 24.1liodge 7-14 3-4 21, Robertson 6-I 2-
4 14. figgius 1-3 10-10 12.1tunny 34 1-27. Banns 2-3 0-0
4. Hillman l-2002, T.,,U0i3O.0O TOIllb 30-63 20.27 *4
SU (63)
Samaria 196 020.31can 9-161-2 (5.0aly 5-103 619, Davy
(-2 1 -23, Row Myles 1-2002, Oinsitesd 0-1 0-00, Mewl
wades 010-00. Jervis 11 0-1 0-00. Holds 0-30-00, Totals
22-55 11-2063
Score By Half
UhIsise 32 52
BU 32 31
Three-point held gook: (U1s4aine 4) Hodge 4. (BU 6) Daly 4,
Stewart 1
Rebounds U/daine 1 (Robertson 12, Boudurd B1.1 24.
Arnissa: Mine 21 (leggin 13), BU IS
But despite an early lead, the Boston
University Terriers could not match
UMaine's zeal as the Bears ran to a 84-63
victory.
The win upped UMaine's record to 11-
12 overall, 6-1 in the North Atlantic Confer-
ence. But more importantly, it solidified the
Bears lead in the NAC.
"Oh yeah, Maine's for real," BU coach
Bob Brown said
BU falls to 7-14 and 3-4.
"We don 't match up with Maine well
physically," Brown said. "They have such a
Kevin Terrell and his UMaine teammates played a strong second-half in beating Boston
University 84 - 63 at the Bangor Auditorium Saturday. (Photo by John Baer.)
UMaine skates to split
with Providence
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
University of Maine hockey
coach Sha wn Walsh said he would
be happy to come away with a split
in the Providence series
Now that he has the split, he's
changed his mind.
"I'm not that satisfied with the
split because we let Friday's game
just slip away from us," Walsh
saier"We left their leading scorer
all alone in front of the net. It was
just a total defensive breakdown."
The split moved UMaine's
record to 25-7-2 overall and 12-5-
1 in Hockey East, while Provi-
dence moved to 19-6-2 and 9-6-2
in the conference.
The Black Bears had fought
back from a 4-2 deficit with third
period goals by Scott Pellerin and
Brian Downey to tie the score with
3:15 left to play in the game.
Two minutes later, Rob Gaud-
reau was left alone in front of the
net and n)ok a pass from Mike
Etoback and beat Mike Dunham
for the game-winner.
Gaudreau and Gary Socha
added empty-net goals in the final
minute of play to make the final
score 7-4
1
UMaine had jumpedout to a 2-
1 lead in the first period on goals
by Brian Straub and Dave La-
Couture sandwiched around a goal
by Providence's Ian Paskowski.
PmvideriCe tied the game in
the second period on a goal by
Mike Boback, and then the Friars
exploded for five scores in the
final stanza_
Mike Dunham finished the
game with 16 saves for UMaine,
while Providence netrninder Mike
Heinke turned away 26 Mac k Bear
shots.
"Dunham really didn't play that
well," Walsh said. "Sometimes
when you don't face a lot of shots,
your play gets a little stale."
Saturday night, UMaine again
had to come from behind, but this
time it was able to hold off Provi-
dence in the third period.
The Black Bears scored three
unanswered third-period goals and
came away with a 4-3 win in Prov-
idence.
Downey again led the way for
UMaine, scoring a goal 3:21 into
the third penod, and then getting
the game-winneratthe 12:14 mark.
Martin Mercier was the other third
See SPLIT on page 15
big physical presence."
UMaine used that strength to exploit BU
inside, frequently going to Curtis Robertson
and Francois Bouchard.
"We felt we were much bigger physically
inside," UMaine guard Marty Higgins said.
"We wanted to get the ball inside and es-
tablish ourselves."
Robertson finished the game with 14
points and 12 rebounds, while Bouchard
again led the Black Bears in scoring with 24
and pulled down 11 boards.
"The key was rebounding," Keeling said.
In fact, UMaine out-rebounded BU by a
startling 51-24 margin.
"When we're banging inside it's going
to take its toll," Higgins said.
Brown agreed and said he was hurt by
the lack of depth on his bench.
UMaine came out of the blocks running
with Bouchard finding Robertson underneath
following the tip-off. A Derrick Hodge foul
shot along with two Bouchard lay-ups
sandwiched between a lay-up by BU's Mark
Daly, gave UMaine an early 7-2 lead.
BU came back to take a 15-12 lead and
even led by five before Hodge hit the second
of his four three-pointers to shift the mo-
mentum back to UMaine.
A three-pointer by RU's Reggie Stewart,
just before the half, tied the game at 32 But
unlike the past games, UMaine came out of
the locker room ready to play in the second
half.
BU made several attempts but could not
get past the Bears. UMaine never trailed,
played some monster defense and built its
See INTENSITY page 15
Lady Black Bears dominate
boards, BU in 73-52 win
By Tim Hopley
Staff Writer
The University of Maine wom-
en's basketball team continued their
North Atlantic Conference domi-
nance Saturday, defeating Boston
University, in Boston, 73-52
Coming off a heart-breaking lass
to Lamar Thursday evening, the
Lady Black Bears controlled every
aspect of this one, leading 42-36 at
the half before blowing out the
Terriers in the second half.
The Lady Black Bears was led
by Rachel Bouchard's 20 points and
17 rebounds, Tracey Frenette's 13
points and 15 rebounds, Carrie
Goodiue's 17 points and 6 assists
and Julie Bradstreet's 12 points and
10 rebounds.
UMaine upped it's record to 13-
7 overall, 7-0 in the NAC. BU fell to
9-11 overall, 3-4 in conference.
The Lady Black Bears dominat-
ed this one off the glass, out re-
bounding BU by an astounding 67-
30 margin.
As mentioned,13ouchard led the
way with 17 while Frenette's 15,
Braditreet's 10 were others in double
figures. Chris Strong, Heather
Briggs and Goodhue also helped the
cause with five apiece, with Briggs'
coming in a four minute span.
Marion Dukeman led the way
for the Terriers scoring 18 points
while Andrea Higgins added 10
along with eight assists.
A key to the gai ne was U Maine 's
shutting down BU first-year player
1411 Sosnak. Sosnak, a four time
UMaine (73)
Prewar 6-14 1-2 IS, siabaas 4-15 3-3 12. Bou
chan19-111 2-2 20, Strang 3-9 2 2 I, Goodhue 7 18
1-1 Iltigis 0-5 040, Ihisson 0-0 3-4 3. Torah
2919 (1713)12-14(511%)
Boston Ulla (52)
Van Ian! 2-11 0-2 Duirman 6- IS 2-2 111, Son
nsk 2-7 346, Higgins 4-10 2-5 110,1(em 1 4 1-53.
Ohm 1-3 0-0 2.11uncint 34 I-I 7. Mlle= 0-3 0
00, Tolls 19-39 (2211) $-19 (4211) 52
Scree by MB
Ublaine 42- 31 - 73
Bosom Univ. 36 - 16 - 52
Rebounds
liMaina 67 (Bouchard 17)
Boom ban 30 (V= poi 8)
Assists
Miens 22("s. Goodhue at
Boston Univ. IS (141 5348
3-Pt,,. 193
UMaine Osodlusc 2, Bradstreet
Boson Univ. Dukonan 4, VanZnalt 2
NAC Rookie of the Week, was held
to just six points by the Lady Black
Bears inside defense.
According to UMaine head
coach Trish Roberts, "Sosnak was
no match for Rachel (Bouchard)
inside, they had no inside game
whatsoever," Roberts said.
"Our guards played good de-
fense and the whole team rebound-
ed well from the heartbreaking lass
versus Lamar."
The Lady Black Beals have a'
busy week in front of them return-
ing to the court Wednesday night in
an NAC match-up with Northeast-
ern in Bangor at 7:30. Friday the
team travels to Hamilton, N.Y. fora
confrontation with the Colgate Red
Raiders before moving on to Lou-
donville, N.Y. and a meeting with
the Saints from Siena on Monday.
Roberts feels the team can't take
Northeastern lightly.
"They're (Northeastern) some-
thing like l -19 and at the bottom on
the conference, I never take them
lightly though, they have really good
athletes and I'm surprised they
haven't won more," Roberts said.
Lady Black Bear notes:
UMaine's 67 rebounds is the
most in a gamC since the 1987 Lady
Black Bears hauled down 70 versus
Brooklyn College. The all-time
record is 80 versus UMaine Presque
Isle in 1986-87.
Katt i Towle is scheduled to have
surgery next week on her ankle.
Stacie Alley had her injured knee
scoped last week, and Tannin Smith
continues to be day-to-day, recov-
ering from an ankle problem
mini*
1
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UMaine swimmers sweep Colby; gear up for NEs
By Paul Watson
Staff Writer
The UMaine men's and women's swim-
ming and diving teams ended their regular
seasons with victories over Di vision III Colby
College in Waterville, Thursday, Feb. 7.
The Black Bear women improved their
record to 7-4 by besting the Colby squad by a
147-96 margin
UMaine led from the opening event. The
200yd medley relay team of Nancy Connolly,
Sue Trombini, Jen Denison and Alexis Liv-
ingston captured first place, just one half-
second before Julie Chandler, Jen Boucher,
Jennifer Taylor and Laurie Deputy, also from
UMaine.
The Colby women made it close after the
one-meter diving because UMaine had no
entry for the event
UMaine still held a slight 56-50 lead.
It wasn't close for long. The next event
was the 200yd butterfly, and UMaine swim-
mers Laurie Deputy, Karen Stevens and
Wendy Woodbury swept the top three spots
to stretch out the lead.
The Lady Black Bears finished strung. by
winning three of the final four swimming
events, losing only the three-meter diving
For UMaine, Natalie Zdenek took the
l(X)yd freestyle, Julie Chandler captured the
200yd backstroke, and the 200yd freestyle
relay team of Marcie D'atremont, Trombi-
ni, Connolly and Denison nosed out another
UMaine relay squad of Dunn, Woodbury,
Deputy and Jill Abrams by under 0.2 seconds.
The UMaine men finished the season at 4-
5 with a 135-103 win in the men's meet.
UMaine took the early lead with a one-
two finish in the opening 4(XI)yd medley relay.
Todd Springer, Walter John, Jeff Small and
Aaron Ash were followed by Peter Small,
Sean Conroy, Bob Greene and Walt Sweeney
for the Black Bears
Colby edged out to a 27-22 lead after
winning the 200yd and the 50yd freestyles,
but UMaine's Greg La Blanc took the 200yd
individual medley and Tom Hines had the
one-meter honors for UMaine to tie the score
at 53 apiece
Scott Campbell gave the Black Bears a
lead by winning the 200yd butterfly, only to
see Colby finish first in the next three events
and take the lead by a 93-89 count.
Next on the agenda was the three-meter
diving. UMaine s dynamic duo of Rick Keene
and Torn Hines controlled the top two spots
and helped UMaine to a 104-97 edge.
"Jim Needs to Eat
this Winter" Sale
Continues. . .
1990 Bike Clearance
Rase Bicycle Winter Hours: Sun, Mon - Closed
Tues - Fri - 12:00 - 4:00
Sat - 10:00 - 4:00
36A Main Street
Orono, Me 866-3525
SPRING RUSH
FEI
Gamma Sigma Sigma
Service Sorority
Location: Basement of Balentine Hall; Gamma Sigma Room
Monday, Feb. 18th at 7:30pm
Tuesday, Feb. 19th at 7:30pm
Wednesday, Feb. 20th at 7:30pm
Black & White Night
Mocktail Party &
Information Night I
Snow Fun Night
snowball fight and
sledding with a fellow
fraternity to follow with
hot cocoa and popcorn &
Information Night 2
Ice Cream Social
"Come out and explore
UMaine's most unique sorority"
The Black Bears added to their lead in the
200yd breaststroke with a Nick Jecko, Jason
Street and Bob Leonard sweep.
While first and second place finishes in
the 200yd freestyle reWy by Leonard, Small,
Derek Marshall and Todd Mercer, and Bill
Stone, Nick Voikos, Jecko and Street sealed
the win for the visiting UMaine team.
The Black Bean must now set their sights
on the New England Championships. The
UMaine women will host the women's meet
at the Stanley M. Wallace Pool, Friday thru
Sunday, Feb. 15-17 in Orono.
The men will travel to Kingston, R.I., for
their Feb. 21-23 championship meet.
UMaine head coach Jeff Wren said his
teams have been stricken with illness the last
few weeks of the season and announced that
UMaine's only woman diver, Michelle Gir-
oux, will not compete in the New Eng lands.
Giroux has been out since the middle of Jan-
uary with an injury to her left foot.
"The intensity level has been down due to
all of these illnesses," Wren said.
Senior Noreen Solakoff, one of UMaine's
top women's performers has been out for over
two weeks with an inner ear infection, and
won't be.allowed in the water until Tuesday or
Wednesday of this week, Wren said.
Solakoff maysee action for the Black Bears
in the upcoming championships, but Coach
Wren doesn't know how effective she will be.
"I feel bad for (Noreen)," Wren said. "She's
worked so hard for four years and to miss the
last part of her senior year is tough on her."
Coach Wren remains optimistic about the
NE championships, but is realistic as well.
"We'd like to come out (of the champion-
ships) with some personal bests," he said, "but
our team goals will have to be modified."
WMEB College Hockey Poll
Team Points
1. Lake Superior 210(14)
2. N. Michigan 195
3. Michigan 178
4. Boston College 170
5. UMaine 153
6. Minnesota 132
7, Cornell 118
8. Wisconsin 106
9. Boston U. 103
10. Clarkson 93
11. Providence 70
12. Ferris St. 52
13. UNH 33
14. North Dakota 32
IS. St. Lawrence 23
If you don't have a sweetie for
Valentine's Day, pretend.
AVAIIABLE FOR RENT FEBRUARY 1st
Hubbard Farms call 884-7464
• 2 bedroom/one bath
• luxurious rental units
'Amenities include:
sky lights, fireplaces, private washers
I and dryers, microwaves, private deck, etc.
•
I within 1/2 mile of c IIampus •• private 
setting
• $775/month heat includea
•
• Now accepting applicatio*s for
• Fall semester
First Month Rent Free
4..
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Intensity leads UMaine to win over BU from page 13
lead in the second halt
UMaine finished the game in decisive
fashion as Higgins fed Dan Hillman for a
lay-up and Kenny Barnes for a slam to end
the game.
Brown credited UMaine with maintain-
ing its poise down the stretch
"We missed some key shots and foul
shots down the stretch," Brown said.
"Our young kids give us depth," Keeling
said. "We play well as a unit and the veterans
solidify us.
"Derrick hit some big shots, Marty did a
good job setting everything up (13 assists).
I don't think he (Higgins) came out of the
game."
Hodge was a big factor in U Maine's win,
evident by his 21 point, seven rebound per-
formance
In the previous game against BU, his
mission was to shut down the always dan-
gerous Stewart As a result, he had a poor
offensive performance, shooting one for 13
from the floor en route to nine points.
But this time, it was different.
"Last time I had a bad offensive game,"
Hodge said. "But I came to play with confi-
dence and felt good about my shot selec-
tions."
Keeling said a technical foul called on
him at the 14:32 mark wasn't planned, but
he hoped it fired up his team.
The "T" was called after BU's Daly
swung his arms and elbowed Deonte Hur-
sey, who was playing tight man-to-man
defense, in the face. The play took place in
front the UMaine bench. A foul was called
on Hursey.
"The kid whipped the ball around and hit
Deonte with his elbow," Keeling said. "The
referee MOSS the floor called it (the techni-
cal). I didn't plan it, but if it worked it was a
good coaching move."
Hodge thought it worked. "It shocked us
into playing better defense," he said.
Keeling and his players said they thought
the crowd (fourth largest to attend a UMaine
men's basketball game in the three years at
the Auditorium) was great.
"It was a big game for us," Hodge said.
"We were pumped and the crowd did a super
job even when we were behind."
Higgins said he hoped the team got that
kind of support on campus
"It was a big win and I wanted to thank all
the fans for coming out," Higgins said. "Be-
ing an emotional player, it really excites me
to see all the support."
IN THE PAINT - For the second week in
a row, UMaine's Francois Bouchard has
been named North Atlantic Conference
Rookie of the Week.
Bouchard scored 41 points, had 19 re-
bounds and four steals against Furman and
Boston University He was UMaine's leading
scorer last week and is averaging 21 points
in the last six games.
UMaine has now won seven out of nine
Rookie of the Week awards. One more honor
ties them with the 1986-87 Siena team that
won eight ROW honors.
Marty Higgin's 13 assists in Saturday's
game leaves him five short of Jeff Sturgeon's
career mark of 427.
Fifty-one total rebounds against BU was
the highest team effort this season.
The last time UMaine beat BU by more
than 21 points was Jan. 27, 1966 in Orono by
the score of 108-83.
Augman, Johnson lead UNLV past Arkansas
By Jim O'Connell
AP Basketball Writer
There's a big difference between No.1
and No. 2. And that's what has UNLV rolling
toward the record books.
Everything that might have worked against
the top-ranked Rebels was there. Playing No.
2 Arkansas. On the road. Even trailing at
halftime for the first time all season. It didn't
matter.
With Stacey Augmon leading the way
with 31 points, the top-ranked Runnin' Rebels
ran away to a 112-105 victory 'over the Ra-
zorbac ks on Sunday for their 31st consecutive
win
In ending the Razorbacks' winning streak
at 20 games, UNLV withstood the first-half
pressure of a record crowd of 9,640 at Barnhill
Arena and went on a 15-2 run to start the
second half to take control of the game.
The Rebels (20-0) trailed 50-46 at the half
before seizing control and taking a 62-52 lead
with 16:19 left.
UNLV, trying to become the first unde-
feated team since Indiana in 1976 and the first
repeat national champion since UCLA in
1973, had beaten 19 other opponents by an
average of 32 points. Arkansas tried to keep
pace, but Augmon, Anderson Hunt and Larry
Johnson - who totaled 82 points - wouldn't let
them.
Arlcansas (23-2)closed to 66-61 with 14:27
left to play before UNLV turned it on again,
scoring nine straight points and forcing the
Razorbacks to use the last of t*ir turieuut:,
Split from page 13
period goal scorer for the Black Bears.
"(Downey) really played well this week-
end," Walsh said. "He got the goals when we
needed them.
Walsh inserted some new players into the
lineup Saturday afternoon to help eliminate
the fatigue after playing a day game after a
night game Justin Tomberlin and Steve
Widrneyer replaced Patrice Tardi f and Randy
Olson fot Saturday's game.
1 was a little worried about our guys
being fatigued Saturday , sol in.serteda couple
of new guys into the lineup," Walsh said.
•
"Our guys just dug down and came away with
a huge win."
First-year de fenseman Matt Martin scored
liMaine's only other goal of the game, while
Providence got goals from Brian McCarthy,
Mario Aube and Lyle Wildgoose.
UMaine's Garth Snow and Providence's
Brad Mullahy each turned away 26 shots.
Snow upped his record to 15-3-0.
The Black Bears return to action this
weekend when they take on HE opponent
Merrimack for a two-game series at Alfond
Arena.
nterns
Paid summer positions available nationwide in field of employee
benefits. Gain valuable business experience paralleled by
educational training in fundamentals of benefits. Must have a 3.0
GPA and 2 consecutive summers remaining prior to graduation. All
majors encouraged to apply. Call Ann H. Nowak, Northeast
Regional Director (617) 536-0734 forThore information or stop by
the Career Center, Wingate Hall for an application. I.F. Interns will
be recruiting on campus March 26, 1991.
with 12:45 left
UNLV extended the lead to 98-75 with
6:23 left and a late rally by Arkansas wasn't
nearly enough. The Rebels became the eighth
to-ranked team to win a No.1 vs. No. 2 matchu p
in 10 meetings over 10 years.
With 2:27 to play, Johnson and Todd Day
of Arkansas were ejected for unsportsman-
like conduct when a brief scuffle broke out.
Hunt had 26 points and Johnson 25, in-
cluding 19 in the second half. Day led the
Razorbacks, whose only other loss was to
Arizona, with 26 points and Oliver Miller has
22
In taking its halftime lead, Arkansas got its
final 12 points on 3-pointers, including Lee
Mayberry's 45-second clock beater with 13
seconds left.
An 11-0 spurt gave the Razorbacks a 36-
30 lead with 7:16 to play. UNLV went 3:04
without a field goal as Arkansas' pressure
.deftinse forced three turnovers in the run and
Miller asserted himself inside with a block of
Augmon and a length-of-the-court bullet pass
to Day for an early dunk which capped the
run.
The loss also snapped Arkansas' 19-game
home winning streak
The Maine Campus - full of
news, opinion, and "Lunch,"
the outrageous, topical
cartoons of Steve Kurth.
Workstudy
Position
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
We are seeking a detail-oriented Customer Service
Representative who will have a great deal of contact with
the University community and the general public selling
performance tickets for the Hutchins Concert Hall,
Pavilion Theatre, and Hauck Auditorium, with some
general office work.
REQUIREMENTS:
You must be a qualified WORKSTUDY STUDENT able to
work 10-15 hours per week. You must have good
telephone and public contact communication skills. Prior
computer experience (on an IBM Terminal or word
processing) and typing skills are preferred.
To arrange an interview, please come to the Box Office
weekdays between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. or call 581-1755.
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
University of Maine, Orono, ME 04469
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Winter Clearance Sale
FANtastic Savings
BASKETBALL
• Nike Air Jordan 1990 Model
Reg. $119.99 NOW $70.00
• Nike Mr Conunand Force Pump
Reg. $124.99 NOW $75.00
• Nike Air Force V
Reg. $94.99 NOW $58.00
• Nike Air Ultra Force High Cut
Reg. $69.99 NOW $40.00
• Nike Air Ultra Force 3/4 Cut
Reg. $72.99 . NOW $42.00
• Reebok Reverse Jam High-Cut
• Reg. $79.99 NOW $45.00
• Reebok Reverse Jani 3/4 Cut
Reg. $69.99 NOW $40.00
• Reebok Thunder Jam
Reg. $59.99 NOW $35.00
• Reebok Twilight Zone Pump
Reg. $124.99 NOW $75.00
• Avia 879 High Cut
Reg. $69.99 NOW $4100
• Avia 878 3/4 Cut
Reg. $64.99 NOW $3800
• Converse Magic Triple -Double 3/4 Cut
Reg. $69.99 NOW $45.00
TENNIS
Reg. $59.99
• Avia 775
Reg. $74.99 NOW $45.00
• Tretoni Nylites
Reg. $29.99 NOW $ 21 IS)
• New Balance WCT 578
Reg. $49.99 NOW $30.00
• Nike Air Tech Challenge Lo 1990 Model
' Reg. $84.99 NOW $63.00
• Nike Women's Player
Reg. $44.99- NOW $28.00
• Nike Women's Air ChallengeCourt H
NOW $35.00
RUNNING
• Nike Air Stab
Reg. $99:99
• Nike Air Craft
Reg $54.99 NOW $41.25
• Nike Air Span
Reg. $79.99 NOW $4800
• Nike Air Skylon
Reg. $79.99 NOW 548.00
• Nike Air Max
Reg. $109.99 NOW $65.00
• Reebok Sole Trainer 3000
Reg. $64.99 NOW $38.00
• Reebok Sole Trainer 5000
Reg. $84.99 NOW $48.00
• Reebok ERS 20(10
Reg. $64.99 NOW $38.00
• Reebok Lady ERS 2000
Reg. $64.99 NOW $38.00
• Reebok ERS Racer
Reg. $69.99 NOW $40.00
• Avia 2050
Reg. $59.99 NOW $40.00
• Avia 2060
Reg. $74.99 NOW $45.00
• New Balance 740
Reg. $69.99 NOW $42.00
• New Balance Lady 676
Reg. $79.99 NOW $48.00
NOW $62.00
LACROSSE
• Brine Licrosse Sticks 1991 Models
NOW 20 % Off
HOCKEY
• UMaine Hockey Jerseys Adult Sizes
NOW $25.00
• UMaine Hockey Jerseys Youth Sizes
NOW $20.00
CROSS TRAINING
• Nike Air Women's Trainer TW
Reg. $74.99 NOW $45.00
• Nike Women's Mr Cross Trainer 11
Reg. $64.99 NOW $38.00
• Reebok Women's AXT Pump
Reg. $84.99 NOW $52.00
• Reebok Workout Plus
Reg. $59.99 NOW $38.00
• Avia 1362
Reg. $69.99 NOW $40.00
• Avia 1402
Reg. $94.99 NOW $8.00
• New Balance OCT 770
Reg. $79.99 NOW $48.(X)
APPAREL
• Russel Athletic Hooded Sweatshirts
Reg. $18.99 NOW $9.99
• Columbia Bugaboo Parka
Reg. $109.99 NOW $70.00
• Columbia Powderkeg Parka
Reg. $169.99 NOW $99.00
• Columbia M'hirlibird Parka
Reg. $159.99 NOW $90110
• Colunihia Vamoose Parka
Reg. $159.99 NOW $90.00
• Columbia Criterion Parka
Reg. $189.99 NOW $95.00
• Patagi)nia Synchilla Jacket
Reg. $99.99 NOW $55.00
• Patagonia Shell Synchilla
Reg. $129.99 NOW $70.00
• Patagonia The Cirque"
Reg. $199.99 NOW $115.00
• Heavyweight Poly Pro underwear
Reg. $21.99 NOW $1500
• Lightweight Poly Pro Underwear
Reg. $19.99 NOW $12.00
• Downhill Ski Gloves
Sale price starting at $9.00
CROSS COUNTRY
SKIS (SKIS ONLY)
• Peltonen
Reg. $89.99 NOW $28.00
• Trak
Reg. 109.99 NOW $35.00
• Karhu
Reg. $119.99 NOW $40.00
DOWNHILL
• Fischer SC4 Carbon
Reg. $224.99 NOW $125.00
• Fischer SC4 Kevhir
Reg. $164.00 NOW $100.00
• Hart SportHex
Reg. $124.99 NOW $80.00
• Hart Sportlite
Reg. $144.99 NOW $90.00
• Hart Equipe SSL
Reg. $199.99 NOW $125.00
• Head Exclusive
Reg. $169.99 NOW $80.00
• Head Classic
Reg. $169.99 NOW $80.00
• Head Challenge
Reg. $169.99 NOW $80.00
• Head Select
Reg. $169.99 NOW $80.00
• Raichle RE Viva Boots
Reg. $121.99 NOW $70.00
HIKING BOOTS
• Nike EkAtoro
Reg. $79.99 NOW $60.00
MANY MORE SPECIALS AVAILABLE
. Hogan Road
Bangor, Maine
I 947-1168
t'
